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Dictionaries can be classified into various categories and this can be called as typology. An example of electronic dictionary typology has been discussed by Lehr (1996: 315), which focuses on technical and Meta (lexicographic) evaluation. Based on technical evaluation, this author distinguishes between online or offline dictionaries. In 2003, Gilles propose a three step typology based on “WHO accesses WHAT WHERE?” question. Then Yu et al. (2010) made an improvement version of the typology based on information technologies changes. Here a new improvement of typology is proposed as the rapid technological changes as shown in Figure 1.

There are four main categories of users’ devices; CD/DVD, PC (personal computer), mobile and portable electronic device (PED). These types of devices are portable and the accessibility of the application depends on the specification of the device. Basically, a dictionary producer will include CD/DVD that consists of material or dictionary application in their printed dictionary [Nesi, 1999]. PC is a device that will be used to run the CD/DVD or to download the application or to use any dictionary application online. Mobile device is referred to the hand-phone or smart-phone which can be used as device to run the dictionary application [Meurant, 2007]. Lastly, PED is referred to the stand alone machine that have only specific functions such as pocket dictionary [Chen, 2011].

There are three types of electronic database. First type is called digital version; the scan material of printed dictionary. It is usually in PDF file format, so that the user will look up the word – meaning in the same manner as printed dictionary. Second type is digitized database; the dictionary data is transferred into database management system software. The user can download the database but they need to look up the word – meaning in a way according to the database management system format. This means no interface is given for this type of application. The third type is called search engine; a complete application where a user just needs to type the word to search for the meaning [Yu et al., 2010].

INTRODUCTION

Previously, dictionary is only available in printed form. As the technology changes, electronic dictionaries are invented. Due to the easy access and portability, an electronic dictionary becomes highly demanded by the user rather than printed dictionary [Aladdin et al., 2004]; [Midlane, 2005].

Dictionaries can be classified into various categories and this can be called as typology. An example of electronic dictionary typology has been discussed by Lehr (1996: 315), which focuses on technical and Meta (lexicographic) evaluation. Based on technical evaluation, this author distinguishes between online or offline dictionaries. In 2003, Gilles propose a three step typology based on “WHO accesses WHAT WHERE?” question. Then Yu et al. (2010) made an improvement version of the typology based on information technologies changes. Here a new improvement of typology is proposed as the rapid technological changes as shown in Figure 1.

There are four main categories of users’ devices; CD/DVD, PC (personal computer), mobile and portable electronic device (PED). These types of devices are portable and the accessibility of the application depends on the specification of the device. Basically, a dictionary producer will include CD/DVD that consists of material or dictionary application in their printed dictionary [Nesi, 1999]. PC is a device that will be used to run the CD/DVD or to download the application or to use any dictionary application online. Mobile device is referred to the hand-phone or smart-phone which can be used as device to run the dictionary application [Meurant, 2007]. Lastly, PED is referred to the stand alone machine that have only specific functions such as pocket dictionary [Chen, 2011].

There are three types of electronic database. First type is called digital version; the scan material of printed dictionary. It is usually in PDF file format, so that the user will look up the word – meaning in the same manner as printed dictionary. Second type is digitized database; the dictionary data is transferred into database management system software. The user can download the database but they need to look up the word – meaning in a way according to the database management system format. This means no interface is given for this type of application. The third type is called search engine; a complete application where a user just needs to type the word to search for the meaning [Yu et al., 2010].
The important part of electronic dictionary is database. The database source comes from two sources. First, the database is based on printed dictionary content. Second, the database based on the data that are gathered by the developer from their own sources.

Fig. 1: Dictionary typology.

Arabic Language:

Generally, Arabic words classified into three main categories; noun (اسم – Ism), Verb (فعل – Fi’il) and Particle (حرف – harf). Noun is a word that indicates a meaning that is not associated with time. Next is verb, a word indicating a meaning that is associated with one of the 3 dimensions of time (past, present and future). The verb for past tense is called as fi’il madi, present tense is called as fi’il mudhari’ and the future tense called as fi’il mudhari’ mustaqaabal. The examples are He did….., He does….., He will do……. From fi’il mudhari’, fi’il ammar will be form. Fi’il ammar is command verb that will be varied according to the root word.

Arabic verb is based on root – pattern system [Wightwick et al., 2008]. Masdar or root word is usually consisting of three (3) consonants. Verb is expansion of the root word. Some expansions are lexical derivations which will result “new words”. But others are variation of the verb’s conjugation. Western scholars have assigned Roman numerals to the various patterns of derivation, which are called “forms”. Also, the root is designated “Form I”. A particular form does not have a consistent meaning across verbs, although it has a “usual” meaning. In addition, no root verb has all the derivations. The forms numbered beyond Roman numeral X are rare and obsolescent, for which reason many elementary grammars omit them. Then, for the derivation, it derives from the root word. The meaning of the derivation word has much similar meaning to the root word meaning. As for particle, it indicates a meaning in other than itself or can be called as preposition. Examples of particle are in, who, if and when.

Operating System:

Operating system (OS) is a software layer in a computer which schedules all the operations and manages all the computing resources. Basically OS will make sure the system has a certain initial setup during power on, makes appropriate access checks and requested facility or service is either mode available or denied, schedule the demand on system resources, records the sequence of events that lead to the error condition and supports operations and services that require communications over a network [Pramod, 2007].

Currently, there are four OS that commonly used for computer system; Windows, Linux, Mac OS and Ubuntu. Windows are developed by Microsoft which is designed with pleasant and convenient interface. It is also use of software components facilitated sharing objects among applications. The main advantage of Linux is its cluster mode of operation that can be use as servers and search engines. It is operate in multi-processor environment, free operating and distribution, secure because not many virus attack and good for basic function. Mac OS is designed especially for Macintosh computer that produced by Apple [Mark, 2008]. This OS is use graphical approach to do computing with the appearance.

Ubuntu is a part of Linux group project which is based on Debian GNU. It is a Linux desktop creation OS which is free and open source software so that it available to everybody on the same terms. Ubuntu has put a stronger emphasis on usability, accessibility, as well as expansion into other spheres like mobile. Due to these reason Ubuntu has become most popular OS to be download among Linux distribution product [www.ubuntu.com]. Other than that, Ubuntu does not pre-install with proprietary software but it allows the user to download some popular proprietary software such as Flash and Wi-Fi drivers with a simple installation
process. Ubuntu versions for both desktop and server are supported for 9 months while every two years, Ubuntu releases an LTS version (Long Term Support), which is guaranteed support for 5 years. Therefore, Ubuntu is one of the OS that usually choose to develop an open source project.

Existing Arabic Dictionary Application:

Dictionary application, especially Arabic electronic dictionary development on Ubuntu is merely in small amount. There is a ready dictionary is provided on the system called freedict package. User can find the dictionary in Application → Office → Dictionary. User need to install the dictionary server into the local Ubuntu machine. Then, the dictionary can be used offline. But the information offers are limited. Other than the ready package, there also application called aspell-ar. This application more to the spell checker application.

As for research study, there are several research that really involve the development of Arabic dictionary development. In 2010, Abd. Rahman et. al. introduced a project on online multimedia Malay – Arabic dictionary (OMMAr) for beginner. Besides the meaning of a word, this dictionary is completed with visual such as picture or video and pronunciation voice. This application used client server technology. A mobile device (Smart phone) is the client and a web server is facilitating to lookup into the database. Basically, this project is the improvement from the previous project. Therefore, the softwares that have been used are the same. The experiments have been done on Symbian (Nokia E63), iPhone (using Safari) and Windows mobile (mobile IE on HTC Touch) as the execution platform. There are positive results for the experimented platform, except for the iPhone where the pronunciation function is become a problem due to the Flash format is used. iPhone cannot support Flash application and this problem is still not resolved.

Then, Halperm in 2011 from CJKI (Chinese Japanese Korean Institute) has introduced a printed Arabic-English dictionary called CJKI Arabic Learner’s Dictionary (CALD). This Arabic-English dictionary has been made into electronic version for the mobile format by name iCALD. iCALD is designed along with the Arabic verb conjugator (CAVE) application and phonemic transcription system name as CJKI Arabic Romanization System (CARS). This electronic Arabic dictionary is for the smart phones that use iOS and Android platform. CAVE provides exhaustive coverage of 170 conjugation paradigms for over 1600 common verbs. There are multiple search mode available for this system; Full Form Search allows the user to input any inflected form of the verb, Verb Search enables searching from the canonical form, Root Search allows the user to input the root to find the canonical forms of all the corresponding verbs and English Search allows the user to quickly find a verb from any of its English meaning, including partial and included matches. CARS is developed to helped learners to pronounce Arabic accurately and with ease. These features are designed to full fill learners need by providing richness of content and functional user interface that give the learner rapid access to detail information on all inflected form.

Arabic Dictionary Application Design:

Each dictionary has advantages and disadvantages. There are no perfect dictionaries but the main thing that is a must for a dictionary is their content and usage to the user [Varantola,2002]. Therefore, for this Arabic dictionary the database is designed using root word as the main element. Ordinarily in Arabic dictionary, the Arabic words will be arranged in alphabetically order. But for this dictionary the Arabic words is arranged according to their root words alphabetically. A RootID is created for each root word as the primary key to relate to their derivation words and form.

This dictionary offer Arabic to English and Arabic to Malay. Thus, the database is divided into three parts; Arabic data, English data and Malay data. Arabic data consist of the Arabic words. English and Malay parts generally consist of the meaning data and other related information.

The development of this dictionary is used XAMPP. XAMPP is Apache distribution open source software that consist MySQL, PHP and Perl. The database is organized using PHPMyAdmin underlying of MySQL. The interface is designed using PHP (Hypertext Pre-processor) scripting language.

For the interface, it is offer two search modes. Root word search method is offer for the user who has a basic knowledge of Arabic language. Then, for any word search method is for general user. The flow of search process is show in Figure 2.

Result:

The interface of this application is designed to be simple, attractive and user friendly. Other than that, the most important is the information offer by the application and the accessibility. For this application, the interface that serve to the user can be summarize as in Figure 3. Firstly users need to choose their preferred dictionary. Then they can start use the dictionary by choosing the next operation.

Basically, when user chooses to find by root word, they need to enter the root word. Once the ‘SEARCH’ button is click, the related information will be displayed. The frame with the example of the information display of root word searching mode is as shown in Figure 4.
Fig. 2: Flowchart of searching word process.
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Fig. 3: Interface option.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Word</th>
<th>كتب</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fi’il Madi</td>
<td>kataba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fi’il Mudhari’</td>
<td>Yaktub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fi’il Ammar</td>
<td>Uktub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meaning</strong></td>
<td><strong>To write, pen, write down, put in writing, note down, inscribe, enter; record, book, register.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4: Frame of information display for root word searching mode.

If one the navigation button is click, further information will be displayed. As the ‘Derivation Words’ button is clicked, all the derivation words will be displayed along with their information. It is same process for other navigation button. The frame of the display is shown in Figure 5.

It is similar with searching any word mode. Users just need to enter the word they need, then the information will be displayed. If the word that user enter belong to root word, the display format as in Figure 4 will be displayed. The interface for derivation words will be displayed as shown in Figure 6. The format is similar to root word but the information given are differs.

When navigation button of ‘Root Word’ is click the information display is same to Figure 4 except the navigation provided only left ‘Form’ button. Once ‘Other Word’ button is click, the display format will be same as Figure 5(A). Same to ‘Example’ button, the format will be same as Figure 5(C).
Fig. 5: Frame of the information display.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>مكتبة</th>
<th>Word category</th>
<th>noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>مكتبة</td>
<td></td>
<td>maktab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female/Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Office: bureau; business office; study; school, elementary school; department, agency, office; desk;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: Frame of information display for any word searching mode.

**Discussion and Conclusion:**

This Arabic dictionary application is developed for Ubuntu. It is an offline system which is the user just need one time download and it can be used. This dictionary offer two type of dictionary: Arabic to English and Arabic to Malay dictionary. The unique about this application is the database. Database for this application is arranged according to the root word. It is important in order to know the pattern of each Arabic word structure. Besides, this database also keeps track the total entry of each root word which is a good reference to developer. This database structure is designed for multilingual target language. If there are more other languages need to be added into the database, they only need to add other language table with similar existing table format without affected the other old language data. This database is the first step to
other application. In future this database can be use to link to other application such as Al-Quran dictionary and language learning application. As the purpose of public sharing this database can also be a reference for other related Arabic research such as natural language and pattern recognition.

As for the interface, it is designed to be simple, interactive and user friendly. The information displayed in arrangement manner which is easy to understand and neat. This dictionary is suitable to be use for all language learners because of its compact information. Besides it is really help user to learn and do reference easily because it can be installed in any Ubuntu devices.
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